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CONVERSATIONS, CONNECTIONS & RESOURCES

Sometimes, in the dead of winter, it’s difficult to remember that we’re all in this
Albertan weather together.
Similarly, as health care discussion and debate sweeps through our province, it
can be easy to lose sight that we - as Albertans, physicians, clinicians, patients
and administrators - are all hoping that our stories and our work contributes to
a better, more accessible health care system.
Sharing your stories and highlighting good work is our privilege, and this
season’s newsletter is full of the conversations, connections and resources
that are striving to improve health care. Some local, some provincial - but all
important.
We hope that you will continue to reach out to us to tell us your stories and
share your good work, helping us remember that we’re all in this together.

QUICK LINKS
GET STARTED with
eReferral: tips, tricks,
demos and other news
DOWNLOAD provincial
referral guidelines:
Urology, Pediatric GI,
Adult GI and more
ORDER QuRE Referral &
Consult Pocket Checklists
- FREE!
CONTACT US

subscribe

CKD Best Managed
at Point of Care
Accessible clinical pathway allows
family physicians to diagnose and
manage chronic kidney disease
patients in the medical home. READ

unsubscribe

Improving cancer and chronic
disease prevention and screening
through the BETTER WISE Project
Family physicians lack time, resources
and tools to address cancer and chronic
disease prevention and screening. READ

HEAL PREVENTS UNNECESSARY ED VISITS
New website helps families
manage common minor
childhood illnesses at home

Last fall saw the launch of an exciting and
novel educational pediatric resource,
HEAL. READ

HEADACHEPRO EASES THE PAIN

New app helps family doctors
diagnose and treat patients with
headaches
A new app is now available to help
providers diagnose and treat headache,
which is one of the most common reasons
for people to see their family doctor. READ

NEW RULES FOR REFERRAL CONSULTATION
More timely care is the intent of
amended CPSA standard

Referring and consulting physicians
may have to make changes to their
processes to meet the amended Referral
Consultation standard of practice. READ

Specialist LINK User Summary CLICK TO SEE
accessIMPROVEMENT aims to start the conversations, make the connections
and share the resources that improve Alberta’s referral experience. If you’d
like to share your access improvement story, we’d like to spread the word.
GET IN TOUCH with us to learn how.
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BETTER WISE PROJECT ENGAGES PATIENTS

